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L.IL- -The Fcfinitin

April 6, 1963--Doctor Samuel Kirk:

I have felt for some tine that labels we give children are
satisfying to us, but of little help to the child himself.
Ile seem to be satisfied if we can give a technical name to

a condition. This gives us the satisfaction of closure.
We think we I:now the answer if we can give the child a name
oi a label--brain injured, schizophrenic, autistic, mentally
retarded, aphasic, etc. . . the term 'brain injured' has
little meaning to me from a management point of view. It

does not tell me whether the child is smart or dull, hyper-
active or under-active. The terms cerebral palsy, brain
injured, mentally retarded, aphasic, etc., are actually
classification terms. In a sense they are not diagnostic,
if by diagnostic we mean an assessment of the child in suCh

a way that leads to some form of treatment, management, or

remediation. In addition, it is not a basic cause since
the designation of a child as brain injured does not really
tell us why the Child is injured or how he got that way.

Recently, I have used the term "'learning disabilities' biOf

describe a group of children who have disorders in develop-

ment in language, speech, reading, and associated communi-

cation skills needed for social interation. In this group

I do not include children who have sensory handicaps such as

blindness or deafness because we have methods of managing and

training the deaf and the blind. I also exclude from this

group children who have generalized mental retardation. (Kirk,

1963, pp. 2-3)

Wiederhold (in Mann and Sabatino, 1974 p. 142) noted the importance of this

speech of Doctor Kirk's in beginning the "learning disabilities" movement.

Good (1973, p. 185) contributed the significant idea of discrepancy:

. . . an educationally significant discrepancy between a child's

apparent capacity for language behavior and his actual level of
language functioning, may. be either a retardation, a disorder, or

a delayed development in one or more of the processes of speedh,
language, reading, spelling, writing, or arithmetic, resulting

from a possible cerebral dysfunction and/or emotional behavioral

disturbalce and not from mental retardation, sensory deprivation,

or ,:_;1.tural or instructional factors.



it-!4X! of

profiti;q; f.om ;Itice in ;: 1-Tular plIblic school class:

. . . a child is said to have a learning disability if his
scool achievement is more than one year below his mental
age, and if he cannot get along or profit from attendance
in a regular public sChool class despite normal intellectual
potential (i.e., an absence of mental retardation) and a lack
of gross motor impairment.

Lerner, (1971, p. 299) has given one of the most comprehensive (and most

useful) definitions:

Based on definition provided by the National Advisory Committee
on Handitapped Children, U. S. Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare, 1968, a learning disability refers to one or more
:significant deficits in essential learning processes requiring
special educational techniques for its remediation. Children
with learning disabilities generally demonstratp a discrepancy
between expected and actual achievement in one or more areas,
such as spolen, read, or written language, mathematics, and
spatial orientation. The learning disability referred-to is
not primarily the result of sensory, motor, intellectual, or
emotional handicap, or lack of opportunity to learn. Deficits
are to be defined in terms of accepted diagnostic procedures in
education and psychology. Essential learning processes are those
-currently referred to in behavioral science as perception, inte-
gration, and expression, either verbal or. nonverbal. Special
education techniques for remediation require educational plan-
ning based on the diagnostic procedures and findings.

Personally, I do not favor the term, "learning disabilities:"

Kephart (1960, p. 122) makes reference to a dichotomy of
terminology in the field--learning problems (learning
difficulties) versus learning disabilities. According to
Kephart, when a child has a learning problem, he has not
experienced sufficient motor learning. If he has a learning
disability, he has a medical or physiological reason for his
impairment and should be referred for medical treatment.

Kephart has alluded to a distinction in terminology; Ashlock
has delimited the distinction . . . . This finer distinction
is that a learning disability is an educational problem for
which there is no apparent solution at this time. A learning
difficulty is a term applied to an educational problem fbr
Which there is a pretty good possibility of at least a partial
solution (Dervin in Ashlock, 1969, p. 55).



2 first on 71,c- problcm of a Catholic school

could set up a learning disabilities program, I set out to research fhe

opic. The research did not take long, because I was unable to find any

literature which was significant to me. Caught in this dilemma, I decided

that my next step should be to select a Catholic school ulliCh was interested

in children with learning problems and offer to help that school identify

its "learning disabled" Children.

The AshloCk. Learning Center was founded on February 12, 1968, as a

facility designed for testing and tutoring children who had learning

problems. By August of the same year, we realized that some of the

children we were tutoring needed a full day special educational program.

During that summer I Iss'teaching a course in educational psychology at

Rosary College in River Forest. One day I announced to my class my

intention of founding a full time school for children with learning disorders,

and asked the students if anyone knew where I could obtain space. One of

the young sisters directed me to St. Giles, where I obtained the me of one

room from the Rt. Rev. James Gleeson. Sister Marie Cornelia, the principal

of St. Giles School at the time, graciously permitted us free use of the

space. In return, I offered to test some St. Giles children. So began

the two and a half year association between The Ashlock Learning Center

and St. Giles School.

In January of 1971, our need for more space necessitated our move to

the Educational Bpilding of the First Baptist Church in Oak Park where Doctor

Ray Johnson was pastor. This is our present location.



St. C.7es pro21('Ll m2 10 offer

"33:-31tification p:oject" to that school, h:tre Sister Carol Coenen is

r,ow principal.

While we were located at St. Giles, Sister Mary Dolan had always

been a good friend to our Center, and the fact that she had now become

Educational Guidance Person at St. Giles also entered into my decision

to approach that school. Both Sister Carol and Sister Mary agreed to

work with me. The tentative proposal made to Sister Carol and the

factilty of St. Giles was:

1. That the administration and faculty of St. Giles would
sutmit the names of children who seemed to be having
difficulties learning and/or achieving.

2. That parents would be no.L.:fied by St. Giles if their
children had been included in this list. It was agreed
between the administration of St. Giles and me that no child
would be tested unless the parents were in complete agreement
concerning family participation in the project.

3. When St. Giles School received the permissica forms from fhe
parents, checklists were sent to parents and teachers so that
background material could be obtained. These checklists
included:

The Ashlock Learning Center Checklist of Pre-School
Identifying Characteristics for Potential Learning_
Difficulties. (Ashlock, 1975)

The Ashlock Learning Center Checklist of General
Identifying Characteristics for Potential Learnin_g_
Difficulties. (Ashlock, 1974)

The Ashlock Learning CenteT Checklist of Primary
Level Identifyinz Characteristics for Pds7Sible
Learning Difficulties. (Ashlock, 1975)

The Ashlock Learning Center Checklist of Intermediate
tel Identifying Characteristics for Possible Learning
Difficulties (Ashlock, 1975)



iii Ashlock Lrnin C.:5.'1er Checklist of Junior:Senior

High School_Level_Identifying Characteri;iics for Possible

Learning_ Difficulties (Ashlock, 1975)

The next step was to ask Mrs. Kay Meason, the school nurse at

Giles, to furnish us with fhe most recent data on vision and hearing

acuity screenings.

The Wethsler Intelligence Scale for ChildrenRevised (Wechsler,

1974) was then administered to the Children. (Hereafter this test will

be.referred to as the WISC-R-) The actual testing was done by four graivate

students from Northeastern Illinois University who were talking a course in

individual abilities assessment: Sister Mary Dolan, Mrs. Lynn Reynolds, Ms.

Anne logers and Ms. Sanclra Lynn Mbskowitz. As a registered psychologist,

I interpreted the test results. Because of these students fulfilling

course requirements and donating time far beyond that required for the

course - we were able to do this otherwise expensive testing at no charge

to the parents.

Following-this, Sister Mary Dolan and I wrote reports detailing:

a. The vision and hearing auditory screening dat:,
b, Background data thought to be pertinent

An explanation of the WISC-R results

d. First level recommendations, including a statement
concerning whether the child had been identified
(not diagnosed) as an L. D. student.

At this point, we offer our onerational definition for an L. D.

identification:

a. On an individually administered intelligence test, at
least one of the measured I.Q.'s must be at least 80.

b. On a test such as one of the Wechslers, a difference
of 15 points between or among any of the I.Q.'s.

c. On the Wechsler, a difference of 3 points or more
between or among any of the scaled scores.
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a. A ::::rence of 2 yc.;,rs or 1,1-A.n 1;r:1,1c p7Ncorw.:nt

-,-;:rfortnce in z:ny arca ;!s (3,-tcd by tests
choF,en with the individual ci1d in mind.

e. Behavioral difficulties, such as extreme d;stractibility
which ILaRe regular classroom instruction iwractical.



St. Gilcts s a Catholic sclool with 735 pupils, gr:,das K-8. The

school has throe buildings and covers an area of three quarters of a

blocl:. North Oak Pan is a middle to upper middle class neighborhood. --
..

.k large pLA-centage of parents are professional people or white collar

worl,ers,although some are blue collar workers and laborers. Our child.an

are hite with a few Filijino students adding another small dimension.

Sixty percent of our pupils reside in Oak Park; 40% in the Chicago neigh-

borhood adjacent to the suburb,

TWo years ago. when I first began my work as Educational Guidance

Person I had written a job description. One of fhe entries was to "work

with.any problem academic or otherwise". I soon found that teachers and

parents were looking for help for children Laving problems in learning and

achieving. The term "learning disabilities" left the realm of semantics

and he:. a reality in my life. I began to look around for education for

myself and help for students. The first was easier thaR the second.

At this point in time we found that help was more easily obtained for

Oak Park children. Public School District #97 as eager to cooperate in

the psychological evaluation of Oak Park students. Through dual enrollment

our children could be evaluated and have a prescription written for them

within three months. This could be anything from remediation in the St.

Giles classroom, to release time to the local public school and in a few

cases full time placement in a public school learning disabilities center.

nile our Oak Park students were obtaining help, those just across

the street in Chicago were feeling the difference of a few blockS and

1 "



wiother dstrict. Cnicago, undc:r the law, had to dual (Droll our

children and did so willingly. Unfortunately, the Chicago Public School

system lags tragically behind in meeting nts. I have

had the actual experience of waiting two y, l's name io come

up for an evaluation. And in the few instances mien evaluations were

done, many more weeks went by before fhe very brief reports were sent.

Therefore, our Chicago parents began to feel an inequality of services.

Their only hope was private testing which fortunately was available through

The Dominican Education Center at Rosary College under the direction of

Sister Rita McClosley, Concordia College and the Ashlock Learning Center.

Again prescriptions were made these were either for classroom

remediation or full time placement in a learning disability center. These

parents had to choose between their Chicago public school or a private one.

There was not release time available as a result of private testing and in

the case of anything non-public, finances played a part.

By the end of last year it was becoming clearer tor.us that somehow in

the near future we would have to obtain someone trained in learning

disabilities on a full CT' part time basis. This was a shaky financial

prospect.

Then last December, Doctor Ashlock approaChed Sr. Carol Coenen, our

Principal and me with an idea that gave us a feeling of "resurrection".

His plan was to help us identify children with learning difficulties,

prescribe for them and somehow, sometime help us set up our own center.
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Since January our p)oject has been evolving rApidly, becoming more

exciting and more time consuming. At present we have approximately

46 students in process. By this I mean that they are on a step-by-step

program toward diagnosis and remediation.

We first asked all of our staff to identi' 5 lenlq who were having

learning or achieving problems. From the 97 names submitted, we sent

letters to the parents explaining the program along with authorization

sheets for release of information. The response was quite positive; 83

acc.epting. We then asked each parent to separately fill out a:- check list

compiled by the Ashlock Learning Center and the teachers to check a similar

list of characteristics. Meanwhile our school nurse compiled vision and

hearing reports for thetstudents. Then each student was given the MSC-R.

The record keeping both at St. Giles and the AshlockrLearning Center

became enormous as all the material had to be sent out, collected and filed.

I was fortunate to have one of our retired Sisters, Sr, Caroline Walsh,

to do my secretarial work. -

After all the data was collected a report was written on each

child containing recommendations for further diagnostic testing. So

far our parents and children were benefitting without fee but it looked

as if the next phase would need to be privately financed until MIrs.

Lillian Stevenson, Assistant Professor of Special Education at Northeastern

Illinois University, who had heard of the project through Doctor Ashlock

invited us to use her clinical practicum students this summer to

further the diagnostic testing, which is now in progress with 15

graduate students working under supervision with 46 children.

14



:o ii i ilo pl;,k(!.

Two oilier servic;:s whi(11 will he of future use 16)1 be diNgnostic

tests ordered through the category of Guidance under Title TV and the

,borrowing of materials from the library of the West Suburban Association

for Special Education. Through these we are trying to utilize opportunities

that have been funded by the governmc

Where do we go from August? iverted a workroom in the

convent for our Center. This is a be,ing. We will have 46 students

diagnosed and prescribed by the middle of August. Graduate students from

Northeastern will work with some of our students as part of their teaching

practicum under t1;e supervision of Doctor Ashlock. These will be students

uho need )ess than a half day's remediation. Those needing halfday and

full time remediation will have to be referred elsewhere for this year.

This is a.resume of what one Catholic School has tried to do wifh

resources available.

What suggestions do we have for you? First, investigate fully what

services your public school district has and get your foot in the door.

They must seivice your children Under the law. Secondly,1 if.3-you ate near

an insti of higher learning, see uhat services you can obtain in the way

of testing, practice teachers, etc. Third check about obtaining materials

through Title TV and investigate to see uhether there is a chapter of the

Association of Children adth Learning Disabilities in your area. Often

speakers and materials are available through this group. They udll also

lobby for legislation.

And finally, locate your friendly neichbothood Psychologist named

'Jones or Brown - ours is named Ashlockl
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AN JNVJTATION

The reader is invited to telephone or write us concerning

how our project is progressing and/or information we might give you.

Some of this information might be:

a. Parish:bulletin explaining the project.

b. Permission form for !ts to sign

c. The AShlock Learning Center checklists.

Anything we have learned at the "grass roots" 1:-ve1, we shall be

happy to share with you.

"e";e1r,ZCI
Patri
Director
The Ashlock Learning Center, Ltd.
820 Ontario -

Oak Park, Illinois 60302
(312) 383-5040

7,10-4-4r
Sister Zary Dolan, O.P.
St. Giles SChool
1030 Linden
Oak Park, Illinois 60302
(312) 383-6279
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